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White Mask

The following is about Waimaoniu Import and
Export® White Mask related, I hope to help you
better understand White Mask.

Product Introduction

Buy Waimaoniu Import and Export® White Mask From Our Factory with Price List in China

Meaning of each color of disposable mask

carry on to improve, to ensure merchandise quality in line with market and shopper standard
prerequisites. Our firm has a high quality assurance program are actually established for Factory
Promotional China White Mask, With the tenet of "faith-based, customer first", we welcome
shoppers to simply call or e-mail us for cooperation.
Factory Promotional China White Mask, Disposable Face Mask, Our company abides by the
management idea of "keep innovation, pursue excellence". On the basis of assuring the
advantages of existing merchandise, we continuously strengthen and extend product
development. Our company insists on innovation to promote the sustainable development of
enterprise, and make us become the domestic high-quality suppliers.

It doesn't mean much. The color of the disposable masks we see does not have any clear
meaning, but it is only formulated according to the needs, but different mask colors still have an
impact on people's mood, so the color of the masks has certain benefits of. Just like the blue
masks that we often see in hospitals, light blue can bring people a sense of peace of mind and
ease the mood of tension. It just matches the color of the equipment in the hospital. Blue, can
make patients feel relieved. Therefore, the color of disposable masks has no specified meaning,
and is formulated according to people's needs and market needs.
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What are the colors of medical masks

Blue Mask, pink Mask, Waimaoniu Import and Export® white Mask, black Mask. Medical masks
on the market are generally seen in four colors: blue, pink, white, and black. Our more common
masks are generally blue. In the hospital, doctors and nurses uniformly use blue, pink or white
masks. Generally used in hospitals, operating rooms and other places, and pink is more common
in hospital pediatrics, obstetrics and gynecology and other places. The appearance of multiple
colors of medical masks is determined according to market demand, and they all have a certain
protective effect, but it should be noted that when buying masks of different colors, you need to
pay more attention to whether the masks are produced by regular manufacturers If you need a
medical mask and its color is black, you need to pay special attention to whether there is a
medical mask on the package. Because although medical masks come in a variety of colors and
look similar to medical masks, they may only be protective items such as air and dust, and cannot
reach the level of medical protection.
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